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SEASONAL GREETINGS TO YOU ALL!
THE DEFINITIVE CHRISTMAS?
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In the December 2015 edition of the Newsletter I provided readers with a review of all the Swiss stamps that
celebrated Christmas – or so I thought! Unfortunately it seems I hadn't taken a close enough look at their
definitives, at least for that particular project.
If you open up your album pages featuring the 'Swiss Folklore Festivals/Customs' series, designed by Solange
Moser, you will find three stamps which are clearly directly related to the Christmas/New Year period, including
two to St. Nicholas (Kläuse). They are (quoting the PTT's descriptions at the time of their issue):
5c blue-green featuring 'Sternsingen' (Epiphany Carol Singing) in Bergün (Canton Graubünden) Fig. 1 – During the
festive season between Christmas and Epiphany, costumed groups of children in the Grisons go from house to
house singing popular carols to announce the birth of Christ and the coming of the Magi to his crib. At Bergün in
the Albula valley, the singers carry an illuminated star, decorated with Christian symbols, which can be made to
revolve by means of a crank. They sing their carols and in return for the glad tidings they bring, traditionally they
receive a small gift, in kind or in money.
20c orange-red 'Silvesterkläuse' in Herisau (Canton Appenzell) Fig. 2 - The original idea behind the St. Nicholas or
“Kläuse” tradition, which goes back to pre-Christ Christian times, was to drive evil spirits from midwinter homes
and farmsteads. The custom is still very much alive in the Appenzell districts of Heris au and Urnäsch, though the
former “Wild Men” have been gradually supeseded since the second half of the 18 th century by the hansomer
“Kläuse” who now dominate the scene. They make their appearance on New Year's Eve and on 13 th February (the
old St. Silvester Feast), in groups of six, with a front and rear couple of “Rollewiiber” (lads in women's folk
costumes, with “sweet” wax mask, oversized half-moon shaped headdress and 13 large bells on shoulder straps)
and between the “Rollewiiber”, the four “Treichel” bearers in gay peasant costume, each with a huge cow-bell on
breast and back and a platter-shaped hat firmly secured on his head. The elaborate headgear of both
“Rollewiiber” and bell-bearers is decorated with the wearer's own representations of peasant life.
45c blue 'Klausjagen' in Küssnacht am Rigi (Canton Luzern) Fig. 3 - The 'Klausjagen' at Küssnacht on the Rigi is
today an impressive manifestation of light. About 200 “Lichtklause” in white robes reaching to their feet and
headgear known as “Iffeln” (from infula = mitre), prance about in procession, twisting and turning. Illuminated by
several candles, the mitres with their elaborate cut-out designs and coloured paper linings look like the stainedglass windows of a church or a fairy-tale castle. St. Nicholas, bringing up the rear, hardly attracts any attention,
after the spectacular sight of his entourage.
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Two other stamps in this series also relate, somewhat indirectly, to the festivities around Christmas:
10c red Sechsläuten in Zürich (Fig. 4) - The local festival, on the Monday following the Spring equinox, takes its
name from a bell signal which marked the transition from winter to summer and from that day rang in work
finishing time for Zürich's citizens at 6pm. Following an afternoon procession by the city Guilds, the chiming of all
church bells ushers in the second stage of the festival, highlighted by the burning of the “B öögg”. This is a
personification of winter in the shape of a snowman made of wadding, complete with hat and broom. The
ceremony takes place in a vast lakeside square in the middle of which a huge pile of wood, topped by the “Böögg”,
has been built. The bonfire is set alight and circled by a galloping cavalcade of Guild members, until the effigy,
stuffed with explosives, bursts assunder amid the cheers of the onlookers.
70c violet 'Procession in Mendrisio' (Canton Ticino) (Fig. 5) - in its description of the stamp the PTT mentions that
“such dramatisations of biblical texts through processions and theatre performances sometimes took place at
Christmas”. The stamp itself shows a procession in the town which appears to depict Christ's entry into Jerusalem.
And finally, the subject of the 60c grey the 'Schnabelgeissen' in Offenbach (Canton Zürich), driving away the
bogeymen, although not directly related to Christmas, takes place in early December.
The first nine stamps in the series were all first issued on 25 th August 1977, irrespective of the subject they
depicted. The 45c and the 60c were first issued on 11 th September 1984. Nevertheless, being definitives, they
would all be available during the Christmas periods to decorate your card covers and parcels if desired. I wonder if
all of these traditional festivals/customs still continue, some 40 years on? This was one of the PTT's objectives for
choosing this subject. Knowing the Swiss people's love of traditions they probably do.
If you are particularly enamoured with these stamps you can also find the 5c, 10c (two booklet versions) and 20c
stamps in some of the booklets with illustrations of an accordion player, folk dancers, and hornussen players on
the covers. The 10c red and the 70c violet were also among the six stamps of this series which were made the
subject of a set of official PTT Maximum cards.
The designer of this year's Christmas stamps, 'Christmas Songs', Boris Pilleri, has also designed the two attractive
Christmas cards, the three different illustrations on the Christmas FDC, the Wienacht-Tobel Christmas Market
souvenir cover and the Annual Special Bethlehem cover and probably the different matching cancellations. His
CHF1.50 stamp depicts a very jolly Father Christmas on his mobile phone – according to Swiss Post, referring to
the “C16th traditional English Christmas song 'We Wish you a Merry Christmas' ” (Fig. 6). One of the two Pro
Juventute stamps depicting young choristers also has some very Christmas-related adornments (Fig. 7).
Other “end of year” issues included:
• a greetings stamp intended to transmit a message of 'Love' (together with a matching greetings card
and a heart-shaped sheetlet of six stamps). Accompanying the details of the issue in 'Focus on Stamps'
is yet another explanation of the 'secret messages' that people once conveyed by positioning their
stamps in particular orientations on their covers and cards.
• a CHF4.00 stamp for the 'Railway Stations' definitive series – this time featuring the front elevation of
the architect Jakob Wanner's building in Zürich completed in 1871.
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.
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FURTHER EXPLANATION OF PERFINS (PART 1)
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Editor - This is what I think the Newsletter should be about. Since an introductory article in the March 2016 edition
of the Newsletter (Page 25), through a number of contributors, we are building up an increasingly comprehensive
picture of the various aspects of Perfin collecting. Further to the articles in the Newsletter in July 2016 (Page 67)
and April 2017 (Page 31) and David Colman's display at the Annual National Meeting in April 2017, Derrick Slate
has come up with an entertaining and, in some cases, surprising selection of items from his and three of his
colleagues' Perfin collections. Several are unusual examples of subjects that have been mentioned in the previous
articles in the Newsletter.
Overprinting of lnitials or other ldentifying Marks
The reason for the invention and introduction of Perfins by private firms and government departments was to try
to control the supply of stamps which were being used for private correspondence or, in some cases, being sold. ln
1856 the British Post Office allowed firms to overprint their stamps with their initials or other identifying marks
(struck manually or imprinted) to try to control their stock.
At first initials or identifying marks were only permitted on the front - but later only on the back. This sometimes
led to abuse of privilege. New Zealand issued different advertisements, printed on the back, under the gum. Some
sheets had different advertisements printed on the same sheet (see examples below). On the Queen Victoria
definitive of 1893 there were 240 different advertisements!

The Swiss were relatively slow to adopt such practices. A few Swiss firms had their stamps overprinted with their
own markings. This was done on the front of each individual stamp with a small oval or rectangular hand stamp
showing the firm's initials. Traditionally the earliest recorded was in 1870 if you discount the manuscript initials of the owner of the firm Friedrich
Glauser found by Pierre Guinand on a Standing Helvetia on a commercial
cover cancelled 3.9.1863 (HPSN April 2017 P. 32). The example on the
right shows a small oval imprinted version of the mark of the firm
Geillinger & Blum, Winterthur: 'G&B'.
Perforating Stamps (PERForated lNitials or lNsignia)
The idea of perforating stamps for security reasons came from the UK where the punching of railway tickets was a
common practice. A special machine for punching stamps was patented in 1867 by the London firm of Joseph
Sloper and in 1868 the British Post Office officially allowed this practice in place of overprints – soon other
countries followed. Following an application from Volkart Brothers of Winterthur in 1876 the Swiss Postal
Administration authorised the use of holes punched in the stamps by publishing its Order No. 121 on 22 nd April.
Perfins quickly came into use in Switzerland. The earliest known cover with a perfin
was sent from Zürich postmarked 28th December 1874 by the Swiss Credit Bank
(perfin 'SCS' - Societe Credit Suisse). The biggest growth of Perfins was in the early
1900s. Almost all Federal, surcharged, 1900 UPU, Pro Juventute, Pro Patria,
Telegraph and Airmail stamps are known with Perfins.
To attach stamps quickly to letters and cards many firms used stamp-affixing
machines such as the POKO machine shown on the left. Strips of stamps had to be
joined together making coil strips. The stamps were cut, moistened and affixed in
one operation. Stamps could be put in the perforation machine in any desired
orientation.
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Hand-made Coils for the Stamp-affixing Machines
Below - Perfins hand-made for Coils strips.

Below - Coil joins with the Perfin through both the stamp and the coil join. They are very difficult to find.

Unusual, Defective/Double Punch Strikes

P13 – 30 Punch holes 1919 – 1951

Double strike examples below:

S24 – 31 Punch holes 1901 – 1931

Key to Perfins above: AEG - Allgemeine Elektrizitats-AG, Zürich
AE Z - Azed AG, Zeitungsagentur, Basel
FS &C - F. Soldati & Cie, Trasporti internazionali, Chiasso
NC AJ - Naville & Cie (SA) Agence de journaux, Lausanne, Delemont, Basel
SC - Schweizer & Co, Export von Schweizer und Stickereien, Luzern

S80 – 35 Punch holes 1904 – 1939

AG JX - Agence generale des jounaux Naville & Cie, Geneva
FCW - Franz Carl Weber, Spielwaren, Zürich
NC AJ - Naville & Cie (SA) Agence de journaux, Geneva
PS - Paul Schmidt, Zeitungsagentur - Buchhandlung, Basel
SZ - Sparkasse Zug (Bank in Zug), Zug
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Other unusual, defective punch strikes:

'B&C/E' - Benziger & Co AG, Verlagsanstalt, Einsiedeln Postmark 21st April 1901
'G.H./W.' - Gebruder Huber, Winterthur
Strips and Blocks
Strips and blocks of Perfins are most unusual- these often have perfins which are a mirror-image (punched from
the back of the stamp) – this results from the sheet being folded before being placed in the perforating machine
enabling more stamps to be perforated in one operation. Stamps could be placed in the machine in any desired
orientation.

Perfins left to right above: 'StW' : Stadt Winterthur (alle Stadt. Aemter und Betriebe, Winterthur) postmarked 25th March 1947
'B&C/E' (Bengziger&CoAG, Verlagsanstalt, Einsiedeln) postmarked 11th March 1932'NS' (Nussbaum-Steiner) – postmark illegible
'F.S./&C.' (F. Soldati & Cie, Trasporti internazionli, Chiasso) postmarked 23 rd January 1926
'O.' (Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon, Zürich-Oerlikon) postmarked 7th September 1934 ; 'W.T.' (Courtelary) postmarked 31st March 1939
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Other Unusual Perfins
'T' Perforated holes - the 'T' (Thomann & Leicht Zurich) listed in Martin Baer's catalogue as T1 – 5 punch holes,
1879 – 1895. It is not from a Perfin device. Each hole was made singly with a hole punch. It is therefore unlikely
that similar pieces will be found. However, they served the same purpose. The ' T' is quite interesting. Our former
editor, Peter Hobbs, bought the middle one of those below from Rölli in 1993. (he actually paid 72CHF !).
n.b. There are a lot of Telegraph stamps with this 'T' on Delcampe! (some don't look right).

Below - Left - Defective early imprinted Control Mark – it is very unusual for the punch to have gone right through.
Middle – an unused perfin is very difficult to find. This example is of the perfin ' A.W.M.'. Right – perfin 'L' only. Is
this a new perfin previously undiscovered or was it perfin 'CL', punched in such a way that the 'C' did not appear?

Control mark
Punched right through

A55 – 65 Punch holes 1900 – 1908
A. W. Moesle, Baumwollagentur, Zurich

C38a ? - 7 Punch holes (CL – 1900 – 1940)

Below an unusual label – perfin 'O' (Service Industriels de la Ville de Geneve, Geneva). This Perfin was in use
between 1899 and 1966. ln 1970 a machine was discovered and a collector produced these for fun. He/she folded
the sheet and then peforated it – so you have back and front perforations. Stamps postmarked 31 st October 1969.

Privately Printed Overprints – Bela Szekula, Luzern
Two-line overprint probably intended for advertising Szekula's business. He moved to Luzern from Budapest in
1914. He used some of these overprints on his letters. They were banned by the PTT. Six values have been seen
overprinted in this way, all cancelled between August and November 1919. I have never seen any mint examples.

Pro Juventute Pair 1913
Pairs and strips are very difficult to find. The example below shows a pair with the perfin 'VISC' (ViscoseGesellschaftAG, Emmenbrucke) cancelled 27th December 1913 from Luzern (First day 1st December 1913).
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The World Speed Skating Championships were to be held in Davos on the 5 th and 6th February 1977 and the PTT
were soon all ready to celebrate it with their first matching special cancellation, slogan cancellation and
commemorative stamp for an event, As usual they sent out all the stamps and first day covers to their customers
to arrive on the 5th February and set up their mobile post office at the Championships venue.
Unfortunately they did not have the benefit of reliable long-range weather forecasts. Before the event was due to
start abnormally high temperatures melted the ice of Davos's large international ice-rink – something thought
impossible in February in those days when “climate change” was not a recognised phenomonon. Despite the short
notice, the Championships were successfully transferred to the Netherlands.
And what happened to the MPO staff's philatelic service? – undeterred, they opened on both the 5 th and 6th
February cancelling the Championships commemorative and other stamps on covers and cards with the special
cancellation! (P.S. The late Michael Rutherfoord, who originally provided readers of the Newsletter with this
information back in March 1977, told us that there are two versions of the slogan cancel to look out for – one
produced by the “American machine” in Davos Platz 1 with a 22mm diameter town die and one produced by the
German Klüssendorf machine at Davos Dorf with a 28mm diameter town die. My apologies that I do not have an
example of the slogan cancels on cover – hence the black and white illustrations of the cancelled stamps.)
SOCIETY NEWS: Forthcoming Regional Group Meetings
Southern Group: All day meetings on Saturdays (10.30am to 4pm, including tea/coffee breaks and lunch) at 'The
Three Crowns' pub at Whaddon near Salisbury, just off the A36, postcode SP5 3HB. The meetings in 2018 are
scheduled for 10th March, 2nd June and 13th October. Speakers and/or themes to be advised later. Further details
and map available from Werner Gattiker, Tel. 01273 845 501, email werner@swisstamps.co.uk
Northern Group: The next meeting will be on Saturday 3 rd March 2018 at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge
starting at 2.00pm. The subject is 'Swiss Railways' by David Hope. For further details c ontact: David Hope - Tel.
0161 3030091.
Annual National Meeting – A Reminder - The Society's Annual National Meeting will be held at the Holiday Inn,
Nottingham on the weekend of 21 st/22nd April 2018. Full details and a booking form will be in our January
Newsletter. Make a note of it in your diary now!
New Member - We welcome our latest new member, Mr. James Gibb from Southern England and encourage him
and all our members to take full advantage of all the benefits of Society membership.
Subscription Renewals - Our Treasurer, Norton Wragg, is keenly awaiting your early response to the Annual
Subscription renewal form sent to you with this edition of the Newsletter. Thankyou.
AHPS News - The American HPS's next Society annual meeting will be at the philatelic exhibition SEAPEX on 14 th 16th September 2018 providing a Seattle venue for collectors and exhibitors. The Seattle AHPS Chapter welcomes
everyone to come and enjoy an end of Summer excursion to Puget Sound. Five of the AHPS's members will be
presenting displays, including George Struble who will be entering his SCADTA and Swiss Airmail material, which
some of us saw in Lucerne last year.
LUNABA 2018 takes place on 17th - 20th May in Lugano. Ref. Website – www.luganophila.ch/na18-00.1-start-it
A BONUS TO OUR MEMBERSHIP
NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY
Your committee has been working with our American counterparts in the AHPS to increase benefits of
membership for both our societies. We have now agreed on the exchange of electronic copies of our respective
journals without any increase in fees. Beginning in January 2018, our monthly Newsletter will be sent to their
Secretary for electronic distribution and their bi-monthly journal, 'Tell', will be sent to us for electronic distribution
here to all our members who currently receive our Newsletter by email. For those members who are unable to
receive Newsletters by email please don’t forget that our society receives a printed copy of ‘Tell’ for our library, as
well as newsletters and journals from other Swiss philatelic societies. Members can borrow these free of charge
(other than the cost of postage) from our Librarian who can be contacted on 01761 452959.
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So-called “Route” Postmarks are typically Swiss and are not found elsewhere. Certain main post offices
established local post routes to outlying areas that were not served by any local post offices, for the collection
(and often also delivery) of mail. Route postmarks were usually applied at the main post office to mail collected by
couriers on such postal routes on their return, but in some cases the couriers themselves stamped the mail during
their rounds. The couriers travelled on foot, on horseback or in diligences. Route postmarks are dispatch marks,
just like town postmarks i.e. they determine the postage calculations and assist in returning undeliverable mail.
It is unfortunate that no documentary evidence and no postal instructions regarding the establishment and
operation of such postal routes seem to have survived, so it is often not possible to pinpoint the exact course,
length and frequency the postal route couriers travelled. In some cases it is not even known which post office or
even which cantons were in charge of certain routes. There is still much scope for research into these postal
routes with chances to find new discoveries.
Some of the earliest route postmarks appear at the very beginning of the 19th Century. Their heyday was in the
1830s to 1850s, but some were used up to the end of the 19th Century. The use of route postmarks was
concentrated in the cantons of Fribourg, Berne, Vaud, Aarau and Neuchâtel, but other areas also have a few, while
many other parts of Switzerland never saw the use of route postmarks. Some are shown in the illustrations.
Route postmarks take many forms: before the introduction of actual postmarks one often finds manuscript
indications such as “Rte. de Bulle”, “Rte. Vevey” etc. Most handstamps are of a straight-line type in one or two
lines, in block-letters or manuscript type. Some are boxed and a few even have a double-lined circular form. They
were usually struck in black or red and less often in other colours. A curious phenomenon is the fact that even in
German-speaking areas they were usually spelt in French (“Route de….”).
Because of the nature of mail receiving route postmarks (mostly private correspondence from small villages) many
route postmarks are scarce to very rare. The most common probably come from the Fribourg area where official
correspondence with route marks tends to turn up a bit more often.
Information from Werner Gattiker with the help of Jean J. Winkler’s “Handbuch der Schweizer Vorphilatelie” 1968.

Editor's Footnote: These postmarks and covers conjure up images of the mail-coach era. For some time I have
been trying to encourage someone to write or translate an article on the Swiss horse-drawn mail coach 'system'
(key dates, coach types, operators, routes, etc.) for the Newsletter. If anyone has any information, potential
information sources (hopefully in English) or, ideally, is prepared to write a short article on the subject I would be
delighted to hear from you!
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SWISS PRIVATE RAILWAYS

EDITOR

Further responses have been received to our member, Bob Brown's query regarding Swiss private railways (ref.
HPSN August 2017 Page 78). Alan Green responded as follows:
An outline history of the MOB (Le chemin de fer Montreaux-Oberland-Bernois par le Simmental).
Plans to construct a rail link between Lac Leman and the Bernese
Mittelland included a rack line through the Jaman Pass and a standard
gauge line between Thun and Vevey but neither scheme found favour.
Eventually a narrow gauge (1,000 mm) adhesive line linking
Montreaux, Les Avants and Montbovon was accepted in 1898. The
“Compagnie Chemin de fer Montreaux-Montbovon” with a capital of 2
million francs was formed on June 26th, 1899. Six months later it was
agreed to extend the line from Montbovon to Zweisimmen. On 10 th
May 1902 the shareholders changed the name of the company to “la
Compagne du Chemin de fer Montreaux-Oberland Bernois (par le
Simmental)”. A postcard showing the whole route is illustrated - left.
Trains began operating as sections of the line were completed,
Montreaux to Les Avants in 1901 (with several of the steepest
gradients of the route). Extension to Montbovon was delayed, whilst
the 2,424 metre long Jaman tunnel was dug, until 1903. The following
year the line was extended to Chateaux d’Oex and Gstaad. Completion
of the main line to Zweisimmen came in 1905 with platforms adjacent
to those of the standard gauge Simmental-Erienbach-Zweisimmen
Bahn (SEZ). Shortly before completion, a proposal to build a line to Frutigen via Lenk and Adelboden had been
lodged but rejected. However, a concession was granted in 1906 for a rail link to be constructed between
Zweisimmen and Lenk. This line opened in 1912 completing the 75.3 km MOB Bahn.
In 1906 the MOB introduced three dining cars, built in Prague, which were operated by the “Compagnie Suisse
des Wagons-Restaurante/Schweizerische Spiegwagen Gegellschaft (CSWR/SSG)”. A further carriage was added in
1912 before a drawing room vehicle was purchased from “Schweizerische Wagons-und Aufzügefabrik AG,
Schlieren” in 1914 for the “Golden Pass” service. This latter vehicle is still available for special use. In 1931 four
Pullman coaches were obtained from “Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft, Neuhausen am Rheinfall” for the
“Golden Mountain Pullman Express” but the service only survived one season due to the depression. These
Pullman cars were placed in store and then sold to the Rhätische Bahn (RhB) in 1939 who still use them on special
occasions.
Electric traction at 750v DC was used from the beginning. Examples of the early motive power are preserved at
Bern, Chaulin and Niederscherli. The MOB was considered to be of strategic importance during WW2 and so the
trackbed and cabling was upgraded by military personnel and the line voltage increased to 810v DC using Federal
funding. Since then rolling stock has been modernised, bridges replaced, the alignment of the track eased and the
line voltage raised to 900v DC. Two French built heavy duty diesel locomotives have been purchased to provide
cover if there is a loss of power. The Lenk branch
was closed in 1975 due to a lack of demand for its
services but after modernisation it reopened in
1979.
Travelling Post Office cancellations have been
recorded in use from 1905 on the Montreux
-Zweisimmen and from 1915 on the Zweisimmen –
Lenk branch. Details of the various types are to be
found in “The Railway Post Offices of Switzerland”
by A. M. Goodbody produced by the MPO Society,
1982 and “Swiss Railways and their Cancellations”
by R. L. Christian (our library has a copy ref. 195).

PPC Gruyere to Wadebridge 2x5c 'Tellboy' stamps cancelled
AMBULANT MONTREAUX–ZWEISIMEN 23.II. 11. 263 cds
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10c Postal stationery card and 10c stamp on PPC cancelled AMBLANT MONTREAUX – ZWEISIMEN TPO for 15.IX.06 – 230 train number
and 9.VIII.10 – 228 respectively. Posted on train at ROSSINIERE indicated by large blue stamp and small purple straight-line town stamp.

Other sources – The Swiss Railways Society and Wikipedia which has route details e.g. “Zweisimmen – Lenk” etc.
Giovanni Balimann wrote: “More information on private railways, as sought by Bob Brown, can be found in the
excellent books by Reinhard Stutz: "Bahn und Post in der Schweiz - Zusammenarbeit von 1848 bis 2004 Part II:
Privatbahnen” (4 volumes) published in 2009 by Post & Geschichte Verlag, CH-5612 Villmergen (apparently it is
sold out). The MOB (Montreux-Oberland-Bernois) is treated in volume 3, pages 174 to 192; AOMC (Aigle-OllonMonthey-Champéry) in volume 2, pages 49 to 52; BVB (Bex-Villars-Bretaye) in volume 2, pages 57 to 62; ASD
(Aigle-Sépey-Diablerets) in volume 2, pages 53 to 56 and MC (Martigny-Châtelard) in volume 2, pages 32 to 37.
Each article also illustrates all cancels used!”
RAISING THE PROFILE
Our long-serving member Edward Quinton has written in to say that it was his Swiss display that featured in the
philatelic societies' events column in the 'ABPS News' (ref. HPSN October 2017) - “20 sheets picked at random
between 1850 and 1999”. Since then Edward has given a half-evening presentation to the Lowestoft society
entitled 'Switzerland 1843 – c1912' including forgeries of the early stamps. Thankyou Edward for all your efforts.
SWISS POST NEWS
End of the hourly time adjustment on cancels in post offices: A footnote on Page 4 of Focus on Stamps 4/2017
reads: As of 1st September 2017, cancels at post offices will no longer be adjusted every hour. Reason: The exact
hour of deposit of barcode consignments and payments is now documented in the Swiss Post systems. From now
on, the date stamp will indicate all day the filing deadline. On request, however, the filing staff may still affix a
cancel with the exact time on philatelic shipments. Information on how to proceed with the Obliteration Service is
contained in Swiss Post's 'PhilaNews'.
A Philatelic Video: Swiss Post's website currently has a link to the YouTube site which enables you to see an
interesting 3-minute video showing the various stages in the design and production of a modern Swiss stamp and
associated philatelic items. You can access it via:
https://www.post.ch/en/private/discover-stamps/collecting-stamps/stamp-publications
(click “Focus on Stamps” 3/17).

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
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